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(54) CLOTHING SUCH AS SHORTS OR BATHING SUIT

(57) The invention provides a clothing such as

shorts or a bathing suit in which a hip hemline is pre-

vented from rising as a result of bending and stretching

operations, and loose wrinkles and bugginess in a but-

tock lower portion are not produced in a standing pos-

ture. Lower end portions of right and left edges of a front

body in which leg openings are formed in a bilaterally

symmetrical manner intersect with lower end portions of

hip hemlines of inner peripheries of the leg openings.

Lower end portions of the right and left edges and down-

ward extending from vertical intermediate positions are

cut in a curved line (1 6a) which is outward convex. Por-

tions (16b) of the curves (16a) which are lower than a

vertical intermediate position are formed into a linear or

curved shape. In a back body, lower end portions (1 9a)

of right and left edges extending from a vertical interme-

diate position are cut into a shape which is spread as

moving downward. Seamlines L between right and left

edges of the front body and right and left edges of the

back body are formed so as to elongate from back waist

portions to the hip hemlines with outward detouring

around the top T of the buttock.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a clothing

such as shorts, briefs, or a bathing suit.

Background Art

[0002] When the posture of a person is changed from

a standing posture to a sitting posture, a bending or

crouching posture, or the like, the shape of the lower

half of the buttock is largely changed, and the skin of the

lower half portion of the buttock is well stretched. Ac-

cording to measurement examples, in a standing pos-

ture, the vertical distance of the skin from the gluteal

groove portion to the vicinity of the top of the buttock of

a person of ordinary physique is 15 cm, and, in a sitting

posture, the distance is increased to 25 cm. In usual

shorts or a bathing suit, the hip hemline (an approxi-

mately rear half of the inner periphery of a leg opening)

is in a position where the skin of the lower half portion

of the buttock is stretched and contracted at the highest

degree, and hence unstable. When shorts 10 are worn,

as shown in Fig. 7, a hip hemline 1 5a of the shorts grad-

ually rises in a direction from a position C to a position

D, thereby producing discomfort. Therefore, the rising

hip hemline 15a is sometimes pulled down by hand.

[0003] Conventionally, as means for preventing such

rising of a hip hemline of shorts from occurring by means

of patterning (a cutting method), for example, there are

the following means. As shown in Fig. 9 in which a front

body 11, aback body 12, and a gusset 13 are shown in

developed form, cutting is performed so that the hip

hemline 1 5a of the inner periphery of a leg opening 1

5

of the back body 1 2 is extended toward the center of the

leg opening as indicated by the broken line F, and dart

seams are formed so that an envelope for the buttocks

is deep. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 1 0, a back body

30 and a side piece 31 are sewn so as to pass over the

top T of the buttock extending from a waist portion 32 to

a hip hemline 33, and a dart which is long and large is

formed between the back body 30 and the side piece

31 ,
thereby enveloping the buttocks (Japanese Utility

Model Registration No. 3022949).

[0004] However, in the means in which, as shown in

Fig. 9, the hip hemline 15a of the back body 12 is cut in

form that is extended toward the center of the leg open-

ing 15 so as to deepen the envelope for the buttocks,

the portion which is stretched in a sitting posture is

formed into loose wrinkles in a standing posture, so that

the appearance is often impaired.

[0005] In the means in which, as shown in Fig. 10, a

dart which is long and large is obtained by the cutting

method wherein the seamline L of the back body 30

passes over the top T of the buttock extending from the

waist portion 32 to the hip hemline 33, the whole of the

protruding buttocks can be fully enveloped. Even when

the hip size is identical, however, the hip shape is widely

varied, and hence few persons have a hip shape just

fitting to the hip portion. In the portion of the seamline L

passing over the top T of the buttock, the flexibility of

5 even a stretchable fabric itself is reduced by half. There-

fore, the motion of the top T of the buttock which is

caused by a sitting or rising operation is suppressed by

the portion of the seamline L. In order that the hip hem-

line 33 is satisfactorily prevented for every person from

10 rising in accordance with a motion of the buttock top T,

therefore, a dart which is long and large must be formed

between the back body 30 and the side piece 31 . In this

configuration, however, the dart portion which fits to the

buttock in a sitting posture is loosened when the posture

15 is changed to a standing posture, so that many loose

wrinkles and bugginess are caused in the buttock lower

portion and the gluteal groove portion, thereby impairing

the beauty of the hip hemline.

[0006] In other words, in the cutting method wherein

the seamline L of the back body 30 passes over the but-

tock top T as shown in Fig. 10, when it is intended to

reduce such loose wrinkles and bugginess in the buttock

lower portionand the gluteal groove portion, it is impos-

sible to envelop the buttocks widely and deeply, and the

effect of preventing the hip hem from rising is reduced

by half.

[0007] In the shorts shown in Fig. 10 which is config-

ured so that the seamline L of the back body 30 passes

over the buttock top T, the portion of the seamline L of

the back body 30 is closely contacted with the buttock

top T which protrudes at the highest degree, particularly

in a sitting posture, whereby a sense of discomfort is

produced and the sense of touch is lowered. Further-

more, this causes an adverse effect that, when a person

wears an outer garment which is tight and thin, a line

elongating along the seamline L easily appears in a

prominent manner on the outer garment and tends to

attract attention.

Disclosure of Invention

[0008] The invention has been conducted in order to

solve the problems of the conventional art. It is an object

of the invention to provide a clothing such as shorts or

a bathing suit in which a hip hemline can be surely pre-

vented from rising, loose wrinkles and bugginess in the

buttock lower portion and the gluteal groove portion are

hardly produced in a standing posture, a beautiful hip

hemline is obtained, and the wearing feeling is im-

proved.

[0009] The clothing such as shorts or a bathing suit:

of the invention is characterized in that, as shown in

Figs. 4 and 8, lower end portions of right and left edges

16, 1 6 of a stretchable front body 1 1 in which leg open-

ings 15 that are downward opened are formed in a bi-

laterally symmetrical manner intersect with lower end

portions of hip hemlines 1 5a, 1 5a of inner peripheries of

the right and left leg openings, portions of the right and
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left edges 16,16 and extending from vertical intermedi-

ate positions to the lower end portions are cut in a form

which is connected by a curved edge 1 6a that is outward

convex, portions 1 6b of the curved edges 1 6a which are

lower than a vertical intermediate position are formed

into a linear or curved shape, portions 1 9a of right and

left edges 19, 19 of a stretchable back body 12 are cut

into a shape which is spread as moving downward, the

portions extending from vertical intermediate positions

to lower end portions, a width (P) between the lower end

portions of the right and left edges 19, 19 of the back

body 1 2 is set to be equal to or larger than 0.6 times and

equal to or smaller than 6 times a width (H) between the

lower end portions of the right and left edges 1 6, 1 6 of

the front body 11 , the right and left edges 19, 1 9 of the

back body 1 2 and the right and left edges 1 6, 1 6 of the

front body 11 are sewn to each other, and, as shown in

Fig. 5, seamlines L are formed so as to elongate from

back waist portions 24 and 25 to the hip hemlines 15a

with outward detouring around a top T of the buttock.

[0010] In a clothing which is obtained by performing

setting, cutting, and sewing as described above, it is

possible to obtain adequate three-dimensional bulges

which are similar to the body shape in the vicinity of the

hip hem, in a non-worn state. In a worn state, therefore,

the hip hemline can deeply fit to the gluteal groove por-

tion to deeply envelop the buttock lower portion, so that,

even when the wearer moves, for example, vigorously

bends at the waist, the hip hemline can be surely pre-

vented from rising.

[0011] Particularly, the seamlines of the front body

and the back body have a pattern which outward detours

around the buttock top so as to avoid the top. Even when

a pattern in which the hip hemline is downward elongat-

ed so as to deeply envelop the buttock lower portion is

employed, therefore, loose wrinkles and bugginess in

the buttock lower portion and the gluteal groove portion

are hardly produced in a standing posture, and the but-

tocks can be enveloped widely and deeply, unlike the

above-mentioned conventional art clothing in which the

seamlines of the front body and the back body pass over

the buttock top.

[0012] When the seamlines of the front body and the

back body outward detour around the buttock top so as

to avoid, the top as described above, the buttock top can

ensure the stretchability of the fabric itself of the buttock

top of the back body. This stretchability enables the

clothing to satisfactorily cope with motion of the buttock

top. Therefore, the length and the size of darts required

for preventing the rising can be made smaller than those

of darts required in the case where the seamlines of the

back body pass over the buttock top. In a standing pos-

ture, consequently, loose wrinkles and bugginess are

hardly produced in the buttock lower portion and the glu-

teal groove portion, and a beautiful hip hemline can be

obtained.

[0013] When the seamlines of the back body pass a

lower place outside the buttock top which protrudes at

the highest degree, so as to avoid the top, a sense of

discomfort due to the seamlines is hardly produced even

in a sitting posture, and, even when a person wears an

outer garment which is tight and thin, lines elongating

5 along the seamlines appear in a less prominent manner

on the outer garment as compared with the case where

the seamlines pass the highest top of the buttock.

Fig. 1 is a front view of shorts of an embodiment of

the invention.

Fig. 2 is a side view of the shorts.

Fig. 3 is a section view taken along the line A-A in

Fig. 1.

Fig. 4A is a development plan view of a front body,

a back body, and a gusset of the shorts.

Fig. 4B is a development plan view of a front body,

a back body, and a gusset of another example of

shorts.

Fig. 5 is a rear view showing the shorts of Fig. 4A

in a worn state.

Fig. 6 is a side view showing a worn state of shorts

in a standing posture.

Fig. 7 is a side view showing a worn state of shorts

in a sitting posture.

Fig. 8 is a development plan view of a front body, a

back body, and a gusset of shorts of another em-

bodiment of the invention.

Fig. 9 is a development plan view of a front body, a

back body, and a gusset of shorts of a conventional

art example.

Fig. 10 is a rear view of shorts of another conven-

tional art example.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0015] Fig. 1 is a front view of shorts of an embodi-

ment of the invention, Fig. 2 is a side view of the shorts,

Fig. 3 is a section view taken along the line A-A in Fig.

1 ,
Fig. 4A is a development plan view of a front body, a

back body, and a gusset of the shorts, and Fig. 5 is a

rear view showing the shorts of Fig. 4A in a worn state.

[0016] In the shorts 10, the front body 11, the back

body 12, and the gusset 13 which are shown in devel-

oped form in Fig. 4A are used as main configuring mem-
bers. The members are made of stretchable fabric.

[0017] Referring to Fig. 4A, the front body 11 is cut so

as to have a width which is larger than the width W be-

tween side lines 14, 14. In the lower end portion, leg

openings 15, 15 which are downward opened are

formed by cutting in a bilaterally symmetrical manner. In

the illustrated example, the cutting is deeply performed

so as to form the leg openings 15 for high-cut legs in a

downward opening shape. A hip hemline 15a which oc-

cupies a substantially rear half of the inner periphery of

Brief Description of Drawings
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each of the leg openings 15 is formed in substantially

parallel to the front center line S. Lower end portions of

right and left edges 16, 16 of the front body 11 are

formed so as to intersect with lower end portions of the

hip hemlines 15a, 1 5a of the leg openings 15,15.

[0018] Portions of the right and left edges 16, 16 of

the front body 1 1 and extending from vertical intermedi-

ate positions to the lower end portions are formed into

arcuately curved edges 16a which are outward convex.

The curves of the curved edges 16a are employed in

order to form a shape which is similar as far as possible

to a curve R of the buttock lower portion that is drawn

when the wearer sits on a chair, as shown in Fig. 6.

When the radius of the whole curved edges 1 6a is small,

loose wrinkles are easily produced in the places in a

standing posture. In order to solve this, preferably, por-

tions 16b (portions covering places which are immedi-

ately above the gluteal groove portion) of the curved

edges 1 6a which are lower than a vertical intermediate

position are formed into a linear or gently curved shape.

In shorts of an ordinary size, preferably, an angle a

formed by the hip hemline 1 5a and the lower portion 1 6b

of the curved edge 16a is set to 25 to 80°, more prefer-

ably 45 to 60°.

[001 9] On the other hand, the back body 1 2 is cut so

that right and left edges 19, 1 9 of the back body are cut

into an inclined shape which is spread as moving down-

ward. In this case, it is not always necessary to form the

right and left edges 19,19 into a shape which is straight

over the whole length extending from the waist portion

25 to the lower end portion. It is requested that at least

portions 1 9a extend from the vertical intermediate posi-

tion to the lower end portion are cut into a shape which

is spread as moving downward. For example, the por-

tions may be arbitrarily formed as curves such as E and

E* indicated by the single-dashed line in Fig. 4A, or those

such as F and F' indicated by the double-dashed line in

the figure.

[0020] The portion of each of the right and left edges

19,19 extending from the waist portion 25 to the vertical

intermediate position can be arbitrarily drawn into an in-

clined line, a curved line, or the like. For example, the

portion may be formed into an arcuate edge as indicated

by the double-dashed line Q-| in Fig. 4A. In this case, in

accordance with the formation, the portion of each of the

right and left edges 16, 16 of the front body 11 which

extends from a waist portion 24 to the vertical interme-

diate position is cut as indicated by the double-dashed

line Q2 .

[0021 ] The front body 1 1 and the back body 1 2 which

are cut in this way are formed into a tubular shape by

sewing together the right and left edges 16,16 and 1 9,

1 9. An inner crotch front portion 20 which is formed into

a concave arcuate shape in the center of the lower end

of the front body 1 1 , and an inner crotch rear portion 21

which is similarly formed into a concave arcuate shape

in the center of the lower end of the back body 12 are

connected to each other by the gusset 13. The down-

ward opening portions of the leg openings 1 5 of the front

body 1 1 are connected to each other in an endless man-

ner by inclined lower edges 22 through which the lower

ends of the lower portions 1 9a of the back body 1 2 and

5 the inner crotch rear portions 21 , and edges 23 of the

gusset 13.

[0022] It should be noted that, as shown in Fig. 5,

seamlines L between the right and left edges 1 6, 16 of

the front body 11, and the right and left edges 19, 19 of

10 the back body 12 are formed so as to, in a worn state,

elongate from places outside the back waist portions 24

and 25 to outward detour around the top T of the buttock

and then reach the hip hemjine 15a. In order to realize

this, the width P between the lower end portions of the

15 right and left edges 1 9, 1 9 of the back body 1 2 is set to

be equal to or larger than 0.6 times and equal to or small-

er than 6 times the width H between the lower end por-

tions of the right and left edges 1 6, 1 6 of the front body

11 . In Fig. 4A, the widths P and H are set to be approx-

20 imately equal to each other. Fig. 4B shows the case

where the width P is set to be about 6 times the width H.

[0023] Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1 , stretch lace

26 is sewn to the waist portions 24 and 25 of the front

body 1 1 and the back body 12, and strip-like rubber 27
25 is sewn to the leg openings 15.

[0024] In the thus sewn shorts 10, as shown Figs. 2

and 3, adequate three-dimensional bulges which are

similar to the body shapes of the buttock lower portions

and the gluteal groove portion are formed in the vicinity

30 of the hip hem. As shown in Fig. 6, therefore, the hip

hemline 15a can deeply fit to the gluteal groove portion

28 to deeply envelop the buttock lower portion. Even

when the wearer moves, for example, sits on a chair or

vigorously bends at the waist, the hip hemline 15a can

35 be surely prevented from rising from the position C of

Fig. 7 to the position D.

[0025] Particularly, the seamlines L of the front body

11 and the back body 12 have a pattern which outward

detours around the buttock top T so as to avoid the top

40 T. Even when a pattern in which the hip hemline is down-

ward elongated so as to deeply envelop the buttock low-

er portion is employed, therefore, loose wrinkles and

bugginess in the buttock lower portion and the gluteal

groove portion are hardly produced in a standing pos-

^5 ture, and the buttocks can be enveloped widely and

deeply, unlike the conventional art clothing in which the

seamlines L of the front body 11 and the back body 12

pass over the buttock top T as shown in Fig. 1 0.

[0026] Since the seamlines L of the front body 1 1 and
50 the back body 1 2 outward detour around the buttock top

T so as to avoid the top T, the stretchability of the fabric

itself of the buttock top T of the back body 12 can be

ensured. This stretchability enables the clothing to sat-

isfactorily cope with vigorous motion of the buttock top

55 T. Therefore, the length and the size of darts required

for preventing the rising can be made smaller than those

of darts required in the case where the seamlines L of

the back body 30 pass over the buttock top T as shown
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in Fig. 1 0. As a result, in a standing posture, loose wrin-

kles and bugginess are hardly produced in the buttock

lower portion and the gluteal groove portion, and the

beautiful hip hemline 1 5a can be obtained. Furthermore,

a sense of discomfort due to the seamlines L is hardly 5

produced even in a sitting posture. Even when a person

wears an outer garment which is tight and thin, lines

elongating along the seamlines L appear in a less prom-

inent manner on the outer garment as compared with

the case where the seamlines pass the highest top T of io

the buttock.

[0027] Fig. 8 is a development plan view of a front

body, a back body, and a gusset of shorts of another

embodiment of the invention. In the embodiment, the

whole curved edges 1 6a of the front body 1 1 are formed is

by curves which are relatively more gentle than the

curves of the whole curved edges 1 6a of the above-de-

scribed embodiment. In contrast to the above-described

embodiment in which the hip hemlines 15a of the leg

openings 15 are formed in substantially parallel to the 20

front center line S, in the embodiment, the hip hemlines

15a of the leg openings 15 of the front body 11 are

formed to be substantially symmetrical with the curved

edges 16a, and an angle p formed by the front center

line S and an extended line of each of the hip hemlines 25

15a is set to 40° or smaller, more preferably 35°. The

width P between the lower end portions of the right and

left edges 1 9 , 1 9 of the back body 1 2 is set to be about

0.65 times the width H between the lower end portions

of the right and left edges 16, 16 of the front body 11. 30

The other points such as the shape of the back body 12,

and that, in a worn state, the seamlines L of the front

body 1 1 and the back body 1 2 elongate from places out-

side the back waist portions to outward detour around

the top T of the buttock so as to avoid the top are con- 35

figured in the strictly same manner as the above-de-

scribed embodiment.

[0028] In the shorts of the embodiment also, the ef-

fects that a three-dimensional effect can be produced

around the buttock lower portion and the gluteal groove *o

portion, that the hip hemline 15a can be satisfactorily

prevented from rising, that loose wrinkles and buggi-

ness in the buttock lower portion are hardly produced in

a standing posture, and that a beautiful hip hemline can

be obtained can be attained in the same manner as the

above-described embodiment.

[0029] In the above-described embodiments, the front

and back bodies 11 and 12 are sewn to each other at

the seamlines L. Alternatively, the front body 1 1 may not

be a single fabric which is continuous between the right 50

and left edges, or the above-described shape of the front

body 11 may be formed by sewing.

[0030] The invention is not restricted to shorts, and

may be similarly applied to a bathing suit, and may be

similarly applied also to briefs for men. 55

Industrial Applicability

[0031] According to the invention, even when vigor-

ous motion is performed after wearing, the hip hemline

does not rise so that it is comfortable to wear, loose wrin-

kles and bugginess in the buttock lower portion and the

gluteal groove portion are hardly produced even in a

standing posture, and a beautiful hip hemline can be ob-

tained. The invention is particularly suitable to shorts

and a bathing suit.

Claims

1 . A clothing such as shorts or a bathing suit charac-

terized in that lower end portions of right and left

edges (16, 16) of a stretchable front body (11) in

which leg openings (1 5) that are downward opened

are formed in a bilaterally symmetrical manner in-

tersect with lower end portions of hip hemlines (1 5a,

15a) of inner peripheries of said right and left leg

openings, portions of said right and left edges (1 6,

16) and extending from vertical intermediate posi-

tions to said lower end portions are cut in a form

which is connected by a curved edge (16a) that is

outward convex, portions (1 6b) of said curved edg-

es (16a) which are lower than a vertical intermedi-

ate position are formed into a linear or curved

shape,

portions (1 9a) of right and left edges (1 9, 1 9) of

a stretchable back body (12) are cut into a

shape which is spread as moving downward,

said portions extending from vertical intermedi-

ate positions to lower end portions,,

a width (P) between said lower end portions of

said right and left edges (19, 19) of said back

body (1 2) is set to be equal to or largerthan 0.6

times and equal to or smaller than 6 times a

width (H) between said lower end portions of

said right and left edges (16, 16) of said front

body (11), (12)

said right and left edges (19, 19) of said back

body (12) and said right and left edges (1 6, 1 6)

of said front body (11) are sewn to each other,

and seamlines (L) are formed so as to elongate

from back waist portions (24, 25) to said hip

hemlines (15a) with outward detouring around

a top (T) of the buttock.
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FADED TEXT OR DRAWING

BLURRED OR ILLEGIBLE TEXT OR DRAWING

SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES

COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS

LINES OR MARKS ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT

REFERENCED) OR EXHIBIT(S) SUBMITTED ARE POOR QUALITY

OTHER:

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.
As rescanning these documents will not correct the image

problems checked, please do not report these problems to

the IFW Image Problem Mailbox.


